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Pore Size
TheBr density distribution in Fig. 4 shows that the lipidic structure
of the melittin pore is consistent with the toroidal model. To re-
solve the internal diameter of the pore, we need to know the
positions of the lipid headgroups, which Fig. 4 does not provide.
The electron density distribution of the whole system constructed
from F0 is shown in Fig. S1. The central region, where the pore is
located, has too many local high-density regions separated by
short distances; it could not be resolved by the small-angle dif-
fraction [this was discussed in detail by Qian et al. (1), who
compared a complex structure against a simple structure]. The
absence of large-angle diffraction peaks is an intrinsic property of
liquid-like unit cells.
The structure in the region outside the pore is nevertheless

faithfully reproduced by F0. Note that individual melittin is in-
visible by diffraction, because the peptide positions are not cor-
related from one unit cell to another in a liquid-like continuous
structure. The lipid structure is highlighted by the high electron
density groups of phosphate (P) and Br and the low electron
density methyl region at the ends of the lipid chains. Near the edge
of the unit cell, the structure is close to a free lipid bilayer, with the
P groups on the surfaces and the chains extending vertically toward
themiddle. A Br layer is in themiddle of eachmonolayer. One can
see that the monolayers are bending toward the pore. The ridge
lines of the P peak and the Br peak are shown by white dashed
lines. From the edge of the unit cell toward the pore, the P-to-Br
distance decreases from 1.4 nm to ∼1.0 nm. From Fig. 4, we
measure the Br-Br distance across the pore to be 2.7 nm. Thus, we
estimate the internal diameter of the pore to be ∼0.7 nm in the
crystalline. This is in a very dehydrated condition. The melittin
pores in fully hydrated lipid bilayers were accurately measured by
neutron scattering to be 4.4 nm in diameter (2).

Energy Calculation
From Interfacial Binding to Transmembrane Insertion. According to
the model of Terwilliger et al. (3) for a membrane-bound me-
littin helix, the following residues of melittin are exposed to
water, whereas the remaining residues are in contact with the
apolar region of the lipid bilayer: Lys-7, Thr-10, Thr-11, Pro-14,
Ser-18, Lys-21, Arg-22, Lys-23, Arg-24, Gln-25, and Gln-26. We
used the free energy scale of Moon and Fleming (4) to calculate
the total energy cost of transferring these residues into the bi-
layer interior: 16.2 kcal/mol = 27 kBT. If we use the translocon-
to-bilayer energy scale measured by Hessa et al. (5), the transfer
energy is 22.12 kcal/mol = 37 kBT.

Elevation of the Chemical Potential of Interface-Bound Melittin. In-
terfacial binding increases the interfacial area of themonolayer (6).
A fractional area expansion, ΔA=A, is a strain whose corre-
sponding stress is the monolayer tension, σ = ðKa=2ÞΔA=A, where
Ka is the bilayer stretch coefficient and Ka=2 is the monolayer
stretch coefficient (7). Let AP be the area increase (of the mono-
layer) by one peptide monomer, which can be calculated from the
membrane thinning measurement (Fig. 2), AP = 111 �A2 (see
below). Then the increase of the chemical potential per pep-
tide monomer is Δμ= ðKa=2ÞΔA=AΔAP. Ka ≈ 240 mN=m (7). At
ΔA=A= 0:034, Δμ= 1:1 kBT.
Themembrane area expansion per peptide isAP ·ΔA=A= −Δh=

h= ( P ·APÞ/( L ·ALÞ, where AL is the molecular cross-section
per lipid molecule in the plane of bilayer. For a 7:3 dioleoyl
phosphatidylcholine to dioleoyl phosphatidylglycerol ratio,
the average lipid cross-section is AL = 72:8 �A2 (8). From
−Δh=h= 0:034 at a 1:45 peptide-to-lipid molar ratio, we obtain
AP = 111 �A2. Note that the value of AP is considerably smaller
than the molecular cross-section of melittin helix (∼400 Å2)
(3). This is understandable because there are water molecules
between the lipid headgroups and the binding of melittin might
release water molecules from the headgroup region (8). The
value of AP has been shown to vary with the variation of lipid
headgroups (9).

Giant Unilamellar Vesicle Protrusion
As explained in the main text, the protrusion length initially
increased due to melittin binding at constant giant unilamellar
vesicle (GUV) volume (solid diamonds in Fig. 1, before the
molecular leakage). This initial protrusion length increase can be
precisely converted to the membrane area increase. Once the
stable pores were formed in the membrane, the GUV volume was
no longer constant. The osmolality of the GUV was controlled by
the sucrose solution inside and the glucose solution outside (both
at ∼200 mM). As first explained by Longo et al. (10), the finite
size of the pores allowed a slightly greater influx of the smaller
glucose than the efflux of the larger sucrose. The resultant os-
molality imbalance induced a net water influx, causing a volume
increase in the GUV. After the melittin binding came to equi-
librium, the membrane area was constant. An increasing GUV
volume would cause the protrusion length to decrease, as shown
in Fig. 1. As a proof of the explanation above, we had exchanged
glucose and sucrose. The result was a decreasing GUV volume
and increasing protrusion length (11).
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Fig. S1. Electron density distribution of the whole system constructed from F0, in a unit cell of the R phase, expressed by color on a relative scale. The white
dashed lines indicate the ridge lines of the phosphate (P) peak and Br peak.

Fig. S2. (A) Lamellar diffraction patterns of melittin–lipid (7:3 DOPC/DOPG ratio) multilayers for a peptide-to-lipid molar ratio (P/L) series in full hydration. arb.,
arbitrary; DOPC, dioleoyl phosphatidylcholine; DOPG, dioleoyl phosphatidylglycerol. (B) Diffraction data were converted to the electron density profile of one
repeating unit (i.e., a bilayer) for each P/L. The density peak on each side is that of the P group. The phosphate peak-to-phosphate peak (PtP) distance across the
bilayer as a function of the P/L is shown in Fig. 2.

Fig. S3. Oriented circular dichroism (OCD) of melittin in bilayers of 7:3 DOPC/DOPG ratio. For clarity, only two spectra of the P/L (1:20 and 1:40) are shown. The
reference I and S spectra were obtained frommelittin in dimyristoyl phosphatidylcholine bilayers (2). Each spectrum from the DOPC/DOPGmixture was fit by a linear
superposition of S and I spectra (dotted lines). The fraction in I represents the fraction of melittin helices oriented normal to the plane of the membrane (Fig. 2).
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Fig. S4. Multiwavelength anomalous dispersion (MAD) analyses for the detected peaks. For each independent peak, the square root of the integrated in-
tensity, jFλj, is plotted as a function of jf ’λj=fn. The data are fit with a straight line, from which jF0j, jF2j, and the ratio F0=F2 are obtained. The results are shown
in Table S2.
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Table S1. Data for the 10 runs of the GUV experiment

Run no. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 Average σ

(ΔA/A)*, % 4.51 2.81 3.29 3.01 3.48 3.69 3.55 3.01 3.05 3.37 3.38 0.49
Melittin conc., μM 2 1 1 1 5 1 0.75 1 1 1

(ΔA/A)* is the value of the fractional membrane area expansion at the onset of molecular leakage from the
GUV. Runs 1–5 used FITC-melittin. Runs 6–10 used melittin. σ is the SD. (The average of runs 1–5 is 3.42 ± 0.59%.)

Table S2. Data for the unit cell reconstruction

No. (H,K,L) jF2j jF0j −F0/F2 r F2 phase

1 (0,0,3) 89.41 20.37 0.228 0.963 +
2 (0,0,6) 33.16 17.44 −0.526 0.914 −
3 (0,0,9) 38.94 20.05 −0.515 0.765 −
4 (0,0,12) 11.61 15.86 −1.366 0.155 −
5 (1,0,1)(−1,1,1)(0,−1,1) 4.60 4.03 0.875 0.850 −
6 (0,1,2)(−1,0,2)(1,−1,2) 12.05 2.86 0.237 0.988 −
7 (1,0,4)(−1,1,4)(0,−1,4) 8.74 4.99 −0.571 0.955 +
8 (0,1,5)(−1,0,5)(1,−1,5) 13.90 6.69 −0.481 0.981 +
9 (1,0,7)(−1,1,7)(0,−1,7) 16.81 5.21 −0.310 0.997 −
10 (0,1,8)(−1,0,8)(1,−1,8) 32.97 10.69 −0.324 0.996 +
11 (1,0,10)(−1,1,10)(0,−1,10) 12.36 6.15 −0.497 0.995 −
12 (0,1,11)(−1,0,11)(1,−1,11) 23.69 12.95 −0.547 0.986 +
13 (1,1,3)(−1,2,3)(−2,1,3)(−1,−1,3)(1,−2,3)(2,−1,3) 4.01 0.15 0.037 0.968 −
14 (1,1,9)(−1,2,9)(−2,1,9)(−1,−1,9)(1,−2,9)(2,−1,9) 4.59 2.28 −0.496 0.954 −
15 (1,1,12)(−1,2,12)(−2,1,12)(−1,−1,12)(1,−2,12)(2,−1,12) 1.13 0.95 −0.839 0.106 +
16 (0,2,1)(−2,0,1)(2,−2,1) 3.55 2.08 −0.587 0.833 −
17 (2,0,2)(−2,2,2)(0,−2,2) 1.79 1.26 −0.705 0.249 −
18 (2,0,8)(−2,2,8)(0,−2,8) 5.50 1.83 −0.332 0.775 −
19 (0,2,10)(−2,0,10)(2,−2,10) 4.79 2.21 −0.462 0.916 −

Results of multiwavelength anomalous dispersion analysis. Nineteen independent diffraction peaks, denoted
by crystal indices (H,K,L), were detected. jF2j, jF0j, and −F0/F2 were obtained from the linear fits shown in Fig. S4,
and r is the correlation coefficient of the linear fit.

Movie S1. In this movie of Fig. 1, the red line on the micropipette is an optical artifact. At the beginning, the GUV with a DOPC/DOPG ratio of 7:3 is seen by
the red color of the soluble dye Texas red sulfonyl chloride (TRsc) (625 Mr, 10 μM inside the GUV). The green color on the surface of the GUV indicates the
binding of FITC-melittin (2 μM outside the GUV). The binding causes the area expansion; hence, the protrusion in the micropipette increases. Then, the intensity
of the red color suddenly begins to decrease and diminish, indicating the formation of stable pores in the membrane. For awhile, the protrusion length
continues to increase due to further binding of melittin. As explained in SI Text, Giant Unilamellar Vesicle Protrusion, the formation of stable pores causes the
GUV to swell because of our initial preparation with sucrose inside vs. glucose outside the GUV. After the melittin binding reaches equilibrium, the protrusion
length eventually decreases due to the GUV volume increase. The real time of the movie is 400 s in total. Photobleaching was negligible.

Movie S1
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